EXPERIMENT   OF  LIBERAL  MONARCHY
Cured of the philosophic ideas whose consequences had been
revealed to them by the Revolution, the nobles had ceased to be
freethinkers or Freemasons and had once more resumed the prac-
tice of religion. They had their sons educated by priestly tutors
or else in ecclesiastical colleges, and their daughters in convents.
Free-thought became a sign of ill breeding, and the Catholic
religion became, as it still is, the distinctive mark of good society.
The clergy had lost all its wealth and a large number of its
members. The bishops, reduced to less than half their former
numbers, were no longer great noblemen. The priests, known as
abbfa, were no longer numerous enough to provide an incumbent
for every parish; moreover, nine-tenths of them were mere priests
in charge, or desservants, who could be dismissed at the will of the
bishop. They were recruited chiefly from peasant families and
lived poorly upon the fees from their church, presents from their
parishioners, and allowances from the commune. But they still
had a paramount influence over the women and peasants in a
large part of France, especially in the less easily accessible regions
of the west and among the mountains. The religious orders were
re-established with the tolerance of the Government, slowly in
the case of the monks, but more rapidly in that of the congregations
of women employed in the hospitals and girls' schools.
jthe bourgeoisie
The new order of things, which had weakened the nobility and
clergy, had strengthened the bourgeoisie, which was enriched
by purchasing the properties of the clergy and imigris, and had
come to occupy almost all public offices. By now it could hardly
be distinguished from the nobility in its way of life or costume.
The wealth of France still consisted mainly in real property.
There were hardly any rich merchants, except in Paris and in some
of the ports, hardly any rich industrialists, with the exception of
the iron-masters in the forests of Lorraine, and hardly any
wealthy employers of labouja except in the regions engaged in the
textile industries or in coal-mining, which were as yet few in
number. Industry on a large scale was only just beginning as a
result of the introduction of English machines for the manufacture
of yarn and textiles, and the use of new chemical processes; as a
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